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Modern Home Lesson

Average Capital Requirement:  N18,000

Summary: After School lessons or what people referred to as simply ‘private lessons’ have been in 
existence as far back as there was school. It is basically an avenue for teachers to reinforce what was 
taught in class. However, with comfort and undivided attention for student becoming key to 
learning, home lessons became more important. Depending on the location, class of pupils, number 
of children and subjects in question the amount varies from between 8000NGN to 
50000NGN/month/student. You can also cash in on this opportunity.

Introduction:
Modern Home lesson is an avenue to make money with the knowledge you have acquired. With 
varieties of subjects to pick from, you can offer your services as a home lesson teacher to different 
cadre of pupil depending on your own level of education. The most popular combination is English 
and Mathematics and this can fetch you some cool cash at the end of the month while the most 
lucrative are the specialized subjects such as music, dance, swimming, French language, German 
language, Spanish language and Sports etc, this could earn you as much as double of what you can 
earn with just English and Mathematics.

Required Resources
 Assets

Syllabus of the subjects you intend to teach depending on the teaching style you adopt (read 
more)
Teaching materials and aides to make your teaching interesting and to sell you as a 
professional e.g. learning aides, evaluation materials, writing materials etc

 Personnel
You alone for a start
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 Capital
Bulk of the capital will go into awareness creation: printing flyers and meeting with 
executives who definitely need your services for their children.
Buying teaching materials, aides and accessories

Required Skills
A good academic qualification a minimum of NCE/OND is good enough for Primary pupil, 
while for secondary a minimum of HND/First Degree is okay
A good command of English language (Your selling point), Good pronunciation and ability to 
interact with children
Willingness to be challenged to improve yourself and add value to people

Full description of Operations

 Business operation
For Home lesson to be worth your while either as a part-time or full time job, you need a 
minimum of 2 Home lessons depending on your location. Places like Lagos Island where one 
Home lesson can fetch you up to 50,000NGN two should be more than enough while on the 
mainland you can earn around 15 to 25,000NGN, 3 lessons should be just fine.

1. The first thing is to identify: 
(i) The subjects you can teach; remember the basics are English and mathematics, then 

we have the specialized subjects
(ii) The class you can take; primary (basic 1 to basic 6) or secondary (basic 7 to s.s.3), 

remember the higher you go the more money you can make and the more results will 
be expected from you.

(iii) Your target clients; you are a professional so you must know who your target is. Kids 
of bank executives, kids of business men and women or kids of your average 
everyday people; note that the more enlightened your clients are the more the 
expectations in terms of pay and service delivery.

(iv) Your localization: where you want to ply your service is very important. The mistake 
most people make is they take two home lessons at two extreme locations; this will 
not pay off in the end because it will mean more money on transportation and 
lateness, which is unprofessional. It is advised you pick a location and get clients 
within that location.

2. Business marketing: You need to understand that this is a venture with prospects and 
you should carry yourself in such manner. Your self-marketing must be professional; you 
distribute flyers, meet parents one on one or go through schools if you have established 
relationship with any school. 
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a. Flyers: Your flyer must be graphical, very descriptive and concise. State the 
classes, the subjects and the benefits. Include your phone number and email 
address as contact references.

b. One on One: One on one meeting with prospective clients can be very tricky and 
if you are low on confidence it is not advised, however, this will guarantee the 
best result. You can enter offices and meet with parents, you can go from door to 
door introducing yourself and what you can offer or you go to schools on visiting 
days or PTA days and meet with parents. It is often advised you do this armed 
with your Business card (Yes business card, remember you are a professional) or 
flyers, so even if they don’t make up their mind immediately they can always call 
you later.

3. Class Planning: To accommodate as much as 3 Home lessons, your lesson must be 
planned per hour. Maximum of 6 Hours a week per child, meaning 3 times a week with 2 
Hours for a child. For 3 Home lessons, you will have to cover 18 Hours in a week. How do 
you split this? The time for lesson usually starts from 3pm to 7pm on weekdays and 
12noon to 6pm on Saturdays while most parents want their kids to rest on Sundays. Plan 
your classes in such a way that the further and most demanding child gets a day to 
him/herself. To make thing easy, give each child 4 hours during the week and the 
remaining 2hours on weekend, this will make planning much more easy for you.

4. Be Professional at all times: Before you go to the lesson, make calls to know if the kids 
are available, do follow up and bring the parents to speed on things you noticed about 
their kids, do assessments to know if you are impacting, go extra-length to show the kids 
you are a professional, send text to the parents on special days and show empathy when 
it is needed.

 Objectives
To make a living by providing educational services professionally
To impact knowledge and character without going beyond your capabilities
To be independent and self sufficient
To have a platform you can grow your dreams from

 Benefits
Be your own boss
Flexible work time and duration
Tangible income at the end of the month
Multiple source of income
Room for growth depending on dreams and aspirations

 Possible Limitations and solutions
o Getting the first client: Getting the first client is the most difficult job especially if you 

don’t teach in any school. Issue of trust and competence questioning will be more 
pronounced, however, if you can get the first client, referrals that will follow will 
amaze you.

o Need to keep improving and prepared for each class
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o Possible exhaustion if your classes are not well planned
o Logistic issues if you do not secure home lessons within close proximity

Financial Analysis
The financial analysis will be based on “Average possible income and highest possible expenditure” 
in Naira (NGN)

Costs
o Cost of transportation should not be more than 30% of your revenue  (Note when fixing price 

for your lesson, note that the least amount you should charge is three(3) times your 
transport cost, e.g. if your transport for a month is 5,000 then the least you should go is 
15,000) – recurrent cost

o Cost of Textbooks required is always between 400 – 1,000 (depending on the class you are 
taking) – this cost will only come once in three months

o Cost of syllabus – 1500 – 2000 
o Training cost (optional) some outfits train teachers on how to deliver lectures and use a 

certain syllabus, usually between 1-5days training price ranging from 3,000 to 5,000 with 
certificate.

o Cost of flyers usually less than 3,000NGN for 100 pieces which is more than enough.
Note that teaching style determines which syllabus, there is the traditional style of teaching 
which allows more supervision while we have the Montessori style of teaching which gives 
more independence to the pupil (if you have not taught before training is advised).

Revenue
o With a minimum of 8,000 per month three classes will fetch you 24,000 ( in small towns or 

cities)
o With an average amount of 15,000 per month three classes will fetch you 45,000 (in major 

towns or cities but in the low income earner’s location)
o With a maximum amount of 50,000 per month three classes will fetch you 150,000 (in major 

towns or cities with the elites) 

Future Forecast
 Prospects

o You can become a contractor for Home-lessons, linking parents with qualified 
teachers at an agreed service charge (from both ends if possible)

o With experience and exposure you can start your own general lesson then graduate 
to having a school (examples of these abound)

Conclusion
Impacting knowledge can be tasking especially if you are not the reading type, however the 
prospects are great.

References
For Service consultation contact us via mail at Icriticizedotnet@gmail.com or call within hours +234-
8056433797 
Note that this may attract service charge.
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